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On Thursday, October 18, 2012 at 10:30 am, Rally of ‘Strong Korea’ National Movement for Settlement of Abel UN and Peaceful Unification of the Korean Peninsula was held at the camp meeting place in Mani Mountain of Ganghwa Island. 4,150 members of ‘Strong Korea’ National Movement from Seoul, Incheon, Gyeonggi-do including Dr. Kook Jin Moon took park in this event. They prayed for the peaceful unification of the Korean Peninsula through the ritual for Unification between South and North after rally.
Participants for the rally for 'Strong Korea'

Left: Welcoming remarks (Co-Chairman Min Ha Kim of 'Strong Korea' National Movement)
Right: Congratulatory remarks (Chairperson GyeongHee Ku of Ganghwa-gun Assembly)
Left: Opening Message (President Jungro Yun),
Right: Master of Ceremony (Secretary General KyeongSeuk Ru)

Co-Chairman Dr. Kook Jin Moon’s Speech

Participants listening to the speech
Dr. Kook Jin Moon’s Lecture in the title of “Strong Korea?”

October 16, the speech about the national security in TaeBaek City Hall

On Tuesday, October 16, 2012 at 2 pm, the speech about the national security in the title of ‘Strong Korea’ was held at TaeBaek City Hall. 330 citizens, civil servants, policemen and students including
Mayor YeonShik Kim of TaeBaek City, Deputy Mayor Jin Man Kim of TaeBaek City and Governor GungJin Nam of YeongWol-gun took part in this event.

Through the speech in the title of ‘Strong Korea,’ participants could realize the situation of national defense of each nation in the world, especially the military power of China and change of national defense situation. And also they were impressed by Dr. Kook Jin Moon’s message that we can build up the small but strong nation like Israel. Thanks to this lecture, participants had the conviction that strengthening the national defense of Korea is the way of keeping peace and order.

October 19, the special lecture about the national security in the provincial government building of ChungCheongBuk-Do

On Friday, October 19, 2012 at 10 am, the special lecture about the national security in the title of ‘Strong Korea’ was held at the council chamber in the provincial government building of ChungCheongBuk-Do. Before the main event, Dr. Kook Jin Moon met with Director WooJong Kim of Culture and Tourism department instead of Governor SiJong Lee. 300 citizens including members of ChungCheongBuk-Do provincial assembly, members of CheongJu city assembly and Peace Ambassadors from 12 cities and counties took part in this event.

Through the lecture in the title of ‘Strong Korea,’ participants could realize the situation of national defense of each nation in the world, especially the military power of China and change of national defense situation. And also they were impressed by Dr. Kook Jin Moon’s message that we can build up the small but strong nation like Israel. Thanks to this lecture, participants had the conviction that strengthening the national defense of Korea is the way of keeping peace and order.
Dr. Kook Jin Moon met with Director WooJong Kim of Culture and Tourism department.

Dr. Kook Jin Moon's Lecture
The Senior Meeting with 36 Blessed couples invited by Tongil Group was held at the Haekhap Hall in Garden Hotel, Mapo-Gu on October 17, 2012 at 11 am. Dr. Kook Jin Moon and about 20 senior members among 36 couples took part in this event. The Senior Meeting of Tongil Group is held two times a year; before or after Lunar New Year’s Day, Korean Thanksgiving Day. This year, after Korean Thanksgiving Day, Tongil Group invited 36 blessed couples and expressed our gratitude to their hard work for the Providence. In this meeting, participants talked about the issues for church development and had a Q and A session. That was the meaningful time of keeping our original intention.
Dr. Kook Jin Moon’s Lecture in the title of ‘Freedom Society,’ National Tour

October 17, the National tour in the Northern Area of Gyeonggi-Do

On Wednesday, October 17, 2012 at 7 pm, Dr. Kook Jin Moon’s lecture in the title of ‘Freedom Society’ was held at Kuri Church, the northern area of Gyeonggi-Do. This day, 700 church members participated at this event. Dr. Kook Jin Moon emphasized that we should establish the foundation of ‘Freedom Society’ centering on individuals and families, who have the responsibility and freedom, in order to build up Cheon Il Guk. The audience was impressed by his message.
Reports before the main event: Director JongKwan Kim about National Headquarter, Director HoYel An about Media
Dr. Kook Jin Moon’s speech in the title of ‘Freedom Society’
October 19, the National tour in the ChungCheongBuk-Do

On Friday, October 19, 2012 at 2 pm, Dr. Kook Jin Moon’s lecture in the title of ‘Freedom Society’ was held at Regional Headquarter Church of ChungCheongBuk-Do. This day, 250 church members participated at this event. Dr. Kook Jin Moon mentioned that we should establish the foundation of ‘Freedom Society’ centering on individuals and families, who have the responsibility and freedom, in order to build up Cheon Il Guk. The audience was impressed by his message.
Dr. Kook Jin Moon’s Lecture in the title of ‘Freedom Society’
Washington Times, which is the influential newspaper to USA government and the political world, celebrated its 30 anniversary. Since Washington Times was founded in May 17, 1982 by Rev. Sun Myung Moon who passed away recently, it has represented the voice of the conservative camp. Washington Times is the multimedia press with newspaper, broadcasting and internet.

Unificationism held the special lecture of commemorating Rev. Sun Myung Moon who passed away recently on October 5, 2012 at the sanctuary of World Headquarter Church. That was for shedding new light on Rev. Sun Myung Moon’s life and works which was hidden because of lots of misunderstanding and prejudice.